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This paper introduces a new approach for understanding the folding process of origami
based on interpreting a series of illustrations of origami drill books. Although many graphics
recognition schemes have succeeded in dealing with individual graphical images, they cannot
be adapted for recognition of a sequence of contextually related graphics such as origami
illustrations. Our approach is based on a dynamically updated internal model of origami.
The key characteristics of this approach are as follows: (1) It interprets not only what folding
operations are speciﬁed in each single image, but how origami will change and what origami
will seem to be in other images, according to the recognized operations. (2) It provides an
eﬃcient way to associate intermediate interpretation with a related image. (3) As a result of
the understanding, the folding process can be completely described using the internal model.

tion issue: How can various graphical shapes
and their spatial relationships be recognized?
On the other hand, we need to observe graphics recognition and interpretation from another
point of view, namely, that an object can be
perceived not only as a simple static entity
which is contained in individual image but as
a changing object associated with a series of
contextually related graphics images. We can
easily ﬁnd many examples in real-world applications for such objects: weather maps, comic
strips and illustrations of origami drill books for
instance. In this paper, we distinguish interpreting several related graphics from interpreting single graphics. The diﬀerence is that in the
former case, the contents of a following image
always depend on the contents of a previous image. So, in addition to the question “how can
various graphical shapes and their spatial relationships be recognized in each individual image? ”, a satisfactory solution has to be found
to the issues such as
• How can intermediate interpretation be described?
• How can the interpretation results for a
previous image be associated with a following image so that the interpretation process
can be continued?
• How can intermediate interpretation be
used to help recognition of the following
graphics images?
Unfortunately, although the methods proposed
so far have led to much success in coping with
individual graphics, they have not discussed
these issues. Of course these methods are inadequate to the purpose of recognition and inter-

1. Introduction
Over the last three decades, many researchers
have investigated methods for graphics recognition and interpretation with the objective
to enable graphics components to be accessed
as semantically complete entities, for applications such as indexing image components from
a pictorial database, determining locations in
a geographical information system or modifying graphics in a CAD system1)∼8) . From the
viewpoint of the style of information processing, these methods can be divided into two
types: top-down and bottom-up 9) . Usually,
the former type is knowledge based. For topdown methods, Niyogi and Srihari 2) described
a production system for document understanding. Antoine, et al. 3) proposed an approach
for interpretation of diﬀerent classes of technical documents such as city maps and mechanical drawings using a priori knowledge. The latter type is generally based on structure analysis, that is, structural analysis of lines and their
interconnections is required to generate meaningful and succinct descriptions of the objects.
For example, Kasturi, et al. 6) and Ejiri, et al. 7)
proposed typical methods of this type for recognition of ﬂow-charts, engineering drawings and
maps. Although these methods are diﬀerent
with respect to style, they all deal with individual graphics images. In other words, these
methods limit the focus to the same recogni† Department of Information Engineering, Graduate
School of Engineering, Nagoya University
†† Faculty of Engineering, Toyama University
††† International Academy of Media Arts and Sciences
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pretation of a series of related graphic images.
In this paper, we propose an approach for
understanding the folding process of origami
based on interpreting a series of illustrations.
We select origami as the recognition object for
discussing the issues stated above, because of
the advantage that the domain of origami is
smaller and closed. In a general origami drill
book, the folding process of origami is explained
by a sequence of illustrations 10) . Each frame of
the illustrations depicts the present state of the
origami, which results from the folding operations indicated in previous frames, and speciﬁes
a few new folding operations. So, the state of
the origami always varies from frame to frame.
The key characteristics of our approach are that
it interprets not only what operations happened
in a frame but how the origami changed from
one frame to another during the folding operations. Moreover, folding process can be accurately represented in a dynamically updated
internal model of origami as the recognition results.
In the following sections, we ﬁrst discuss some
basic problems when interpreting several related illustrations of origami drill books, and
introduce an internal model to overcome these
problems as the basis of our methodology. We
then propose a method to associate the states
of origami, described in the internal model,
with the illustrations for interpreting what folding operation is speciﬁed and how origami is
changed, based on DTW (dynamic time warping) and simulated annealing. Lastly, we evaluate our approach through examples. This paper does not cover the topic of document image
analysis. The issue of image analysis with the
purpose of recognition of various meaningful
graphical entities has been discussed in Kato,
et al. 11)
2. Approach
This section describes the basic concepts in
our approach, introduces the internal model of
origami, and presents a summary of our recognition system.
2.1 Some Definitions about Origami
We know that there are more than 10 kinds
of folding operations used in traditional paper
folding art. But most of them are essentially
composed of a basic operation “folding back”.
This operation divides a face into two, and rotates one partition by 180◦ around the division
line. Moreover, as shown in Figs. 1 (a) and
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Fig. 1 Folding operations are generally described in
origami drill books in the way shown in (a)–(c).
(a)(b) Two types of the basic operation. (c)
Compound operations “tucking in” and “covering”. The shadowed faces denote the inside
faces of the origami.

(b), it can further be divided into two diﬀerent
types: “mountain-folding” and “valley-folding”
according to the rotation direction. Hence the
factors which can be speciﬁed in a basic operation are the folding line, folding direction
and folded face. In contrast to basic operations, more complicated operations are classiﬁed as compound operations since they can
be a combination of two or more basic operations under some physical restrictions. For
example, in Fig. 1 (c) “tucking in” and “covering” can be regarded as a combination of
a “mountain-folding” and a “valley-folding”
where two neighboring faces have to be simultaneously rotated in opposite directions.
On the other hand, we ﬁnd that the folding operations can be also categorized into the
diﬀerent classes such as “single-face folding”
and “multi-face folding” in accordance with the
folded faces. Namely, the operations where only
one face is folded belong to the former class,
and conversely, those where two or more faces
are folded fall into the later class. Obviously,
the compound operations are certainly multiface folding. The basic operation “folding back”
seems to be single-face folding, but it is not always true. We would like to stress that when
“folding back” is applied to a face, not only is
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this face folded but any face that has connectivity or overlap relationships directly or indirectly with the folded face may folded or moved
at the same time. The same thing can be said
for the compound operations. As a result, we
classify the folded faces as follows:
• Active face, the face an operation is immediately applied to.
• Passive face, the face is folded or moved
due to connectivity or overlay relationships
with an active face.
• Divided passive face, the passive face that
is divided.
• Undivided passive face, the passive face
that is not divided but moved.
We give three examples in Fig. 2 to show the
distinctions between an active face and a passive face, between a divided passive face and
an undivided passive face and between connectivity relationships and overlap relationships
among faces. In particular, Fig. 2 (a) shows a
case of undivided passive faces where a passive

Fp
Fa
(a)

Fp
Fa
(b)
Fp
Fa
(c)
Fig. 2 The distinctions between an active face and a
passive face, between a divided passive face and
an undivided passive face, and between connectivity relationships and overlap relationships
are illustrated here. (a) An active face Fa and
an undivided passive face Fp . Fp moves because of the connectivity relationship with Fa .
(b) An active face Fa and a divided passive face
Fp . Fp (hidden behind Fa ) is folded because of
the connectivity relationship with Fa . (c) An
active face Fa and a divided passive face Fp . Fp
(hidden behind Fa ) is folded due to the overlap
relationship with Fa .
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face Fp is moved because of the connectivity relationship with an active face Fa . Figures 2 (b)
and (c) show the examples of divided passive
faces Fp s due to the connectivity, overlap relationships with active faces Fa s, respectively.
The discussion until now has made it clear
that when interpreting a folding operation, the
folding lines, directions and folded faces which
deﬁne the operation must be recognized. Here
the folded faces include not only active faces but
passive faces, and moreover the passive faces
may exist due to either connectivity or overlap
relationships among faces.
2.2 Problems in Folding Process Recognition
Besides explanatory text, we think that the
most useful information in the illustrations of
origami drill books are indicative information
and contextual information. In this section, we
distinguish the two kinds of information, and
argue the problems in interpreting several contextually related illustrations that represent a
folding process.
Indicative information helps us perceive the
operations at each step (frame). Figure 3
shows seven images that illustrate a complete
folding process called “cicada”. We ﬁnd that indicative information in each image is conveyed
to readers by certain of meaningful graphical entities: polygons to express the states of
origami and some symbols to indicate the contents of folding operations. The second type of
the entities includes broken lines and arrows.
The broken lines are used to represent folding
lines, while two types of arrow-heads combined
with diﬀerent patterns of broken lines, that is,
a ﬁlled arrow-head with a dashed line and an
unﬁlled arrow-head with a dash-dot-dot line
are customarily to express two diﬀerent folding directions. Furthermore, the arrows indicate moving partitions of folded faces by the
positions of their end points. So, it is convenient to use indicative information for eﬃcient
recognition of folding operations from each individual image. However, indicative information is not enough to ﬁnd all the folded faces
because the connectivity and overlap relationships among faces are not visually evident in a
2D drawing. What is more, the further a folding process goes, the more complicated the relationships become. How to maintain the connectivity and overlap relationships during the
recognition process is one of problems related
to folding process recognition.
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(a)

(d)
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(b)

(e)

(c)

(f)

(g)

Fig. 3 The folding process called “cicada”.

In addition to indicative information, contextual information is very important and available to interpret individual operations and successive operations. Contextual information is
provided by neighboring frames in a series of
illustrations. It tells us both of the sequence of
folding operations and the states of origami before and after performing a certain operation.
The states of origami in neighboring frames of
the illustrations are usually expressed from the
same angle, but sometimes the view in the following frame is rotated (mostly by 180◦ ) from
the view in the previous frame. The variation
between views is always clearly indicated by a
symbol, a special arrow. To recognize successive folding operations, if the operation speciﬁed in the previous frame has been identiﬁed,
not only do the new connectivity and overlap
relationships resulting from this operation have
to be registered, but the changs in the shape of
the origami, taking the view into account, must
be associated with the contents of the following
frame of illustrations so as to prepare for the
next recognition step. This is another diﬃcult
problem for folding process recognition.
2.3 Internal Model of Origami
We introduce an internal model of origami to
solve the problems stated above. As we have
pointed out, this model should be able to describe the changes in the states of origami and
maintain the connectivity and overlap relationships among faces during the recognition pro-

cess. Furthermore, on the basis of this model
not only the rotation, expansion/reduction of
origami, but its projection on any plane has to
be easily acquired.
We deﬁne the internal model as consisting of
three layers: face layer for description of the division of faces, edge layer for description of the
division/generation of edges and vertex layer
for description of the movement of vertices. Objects of three classes, namely tree, stack and list
are used to construct this model.
2.3.1 Face Layer
The division course of origami is described as
a binary tree, called face tree. The nodes of the
tree indicate faces. The root especially stands
for the initial state of the origami, a sheet of
paper without any folding lines. When a face
is folded, the child nodes, corresponding to the
two face segments, are generated and connected
to the node, corresponding to the folded face.
Thus, the branches of the tree preserve the connectivity relationships between the faces that
are separated in the same operation. In this
manner, a face tree can describe successive folding operations. The terminal nodes always represent the current state of the origami.
During the folding process, the faces corresponding to the terminal nodes generally form
one or more planes in space. It should be clear
that overlap relationships exist only among
faces which are on the same plane and touch
with each other. Therefore, when a folding op-
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Fig. 4 Examples of descriptions of the internal model. (a) Illustrations. (b)
The crease pattern of origami. (c) The face tree. (d) The operation
list. (e) The edge trees. (f) The vertex stacks.

eration has taken place, the faces related to the
terminal nodes can be divided into groups so
that the faces in the same group have the overlap relationships and others do not. We describe the overlap relationships within a face
group by using a stack. Naturally, the overlap relationships depend on both of the current
situation of origami and the folding operation
being applied under this situation.
As a consequence, the face layer is composed
of a face tree and an operation list as shown
in Fig. 4. An operation list is used to describe interpretation results such as operation
types and the stacks that keep the overlap relationships resulting from the operations. A
face tree and an operation list for the example
shown in Fig. 4 (a) are illustrated in Figs. 4 (c)
and (d). Each node in Fig. 4 (c) contains the
face number, edge numbers and operation number. Figure 4 (d) shows that there is only one
face group. The faces are overlapped in the
order of F2 → F3 after “mountain-folding”,
and in the order of F5 → F4 → F6 → F7 after “valley-folding”. Connectivity relationships
among faces can be easily obtained by edge
information attached to each node. That is,
the faces with connectivity relationships should
have a common edge. For example, F4 is connected to F5 and F6 because the common edge
E51 exists between F4 and F5 , and E6 between
F4 and F6 , respectively.
2.3.2 Edge Layer
As a face is separated into smaller pieces,

some of the edges may be divided and some new
edges may be yielded. A similar binary tree,
called edge tree, is used to described the division course of edges as illustrated in Fig. 4 (e).
When an edge is separated, the nodes corresponding with two edge segments are generated
and connected to the node corresponding to the
divided edge. Each node contains related face,
vertex and operation numbers so as to conveniently access the data in other layers.
The number of edge trees grows as new edges
appear. For example, in Fig. 4 (e) the tree with
the root E5 is generated as the face F1 is folded
into two (F2 and F3 ), and the trees with the
root E6 and E7 are generated as the same face
is folded into four (F4 , F5 , F6 and F7 ). We use
a list to preserve the roots of edge trees.
2.3.3 Vertex Layer
The vertex layer is composed of a group
of stacks, called vertex stacks, as shown in
Fig. 4 (f). Each stack is assigned to a vertex
to maintain its coordinates in space. Whenever
a new vertex is created or an existing vertex
is moved, the new coordinates are stored into
the corresponding stack. We use “C” instead of
the values and put it at the column corresponding to the related operation. The top of each
tack is at the left side. For example, in the
ﬁrst operation op1 the vertices V2 and V4 are
moved and V6 and V7 are newly generated, thus
the new coordinates are added into the stacks
these vertices belong to. In the second operation op2 since the vertices V1 and V6 are moved
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Fig. 5 Framework of folding process recognition.

and V5 and V8 are newly generated, the new
coordinates are also put into the corresponding
stacks. Accordingly, stacks for V3 , V5 , V7 and
V8 preserve one set of coordinates since these
vertices never moved, whereas stacks for V1 , V2 ,
V4 and V6 keep two sets of coordinates because
they moved once.
We have described the internal model of
origami using three data layers. Advantages of
this model can be summarized as follows:
• It can easily describe the connectivity and
overlap relationships among faces. When
origami turns over, the internal model can
adjust the overlap relationships only by reversing the order of faces in the face groups
(it can be easily done when using stacks).
• The shape of the origami that will seem to
be in the following frames can be obtained
according to this model.
• Backtracking can be easily implemented
just by removing related nodes from face
tree and edge trees, and related items from
operation list and vertex stacks, which are
accompanied with target operation numbers.
2.4 Outline of Recognition
This section presents the overall view of our
recognition approach. Our approach consists
of two main stages 12) . In the first stage, various meaningful graphical entitiesare detected
for recognizing the folding operations speciﬁed
in each individual image. In the second stage of
our approach, the recognition results from the
ﬁrst stage is associated with the current state of
the origami, obtained from the internal model.
Therefore, our recognition system is composed of graphics recognition module and operation recognition module as shown in Fig. 5.
In Fig. 5, the ISG generation process and model
construction process are the sub-modules and
invoked by the operation recognition process.
At ﬁrst, the model construction process is in-

voked once to create the initial state of the internal model of origami. The graphics recognition process then interprets the folding operations based on various meaningful graphical
entities that were detected, and describes the
recognition results in a graph structure called
USG (Unreﬁned Shape Graph). Once a USG is
obtained, the ISG generation process is invoked
to make an ISG (Ideal Shape Graph), a projection of the internal model on x-y plane (perpendicular to the view of the image). An ISG has
a similar data structure to a USG, however it
is not constructed from the current image but
the previous image. It shows how the origami
is expected to be in the current frame of the illustrations. The operation recognition process
then matches the ISG to the USG. If the corresponding relationships between the faces in the
ISG and USG can be precisely obtained, we can
identify the folding lines, directions and folded
faces (active faces), and moreover discover all
the passive faces according to the connectivity
and overlap relationships among faces described
in the internal model. Lastly, the model construction process is invoked to update the internal model in accordance with the eﬀects of the
folding operations. Such recognition steps will
be repeated until a folding process is completed.
3. Recognition of Folding Process
The main steps for recognition of folding process are as follows:
( 1 ) Generation of ISGs
( 2 ) Matching a USG to an ISG
( 3 ) Updating the internal model
Now we describe these steps in the following
sections with an emphasis on Step (2).
3.1 USG and ISG
The issue of graphics recognition with the
aim of extracting various meaningful graphical
entities has been presented in Kato, et al. 11)
We summarise the details here for introducing
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USGs.
Graphics recognition consists of 5 steps:
• Removing character strings
• Separation of solid regions
• Segmentation into line segments
• Arrow detection
• Broken line detection
Separation of text regions from an original image of origami illustrations is the ﬁrst task. After the text regions have been separated, the
image almost contains thin entities except illustration numbers and ﬁlled arrow-heads as
depicted in Fig. 3. The solid regions are then
diﬀerentiated. When solid regions have been
also distinguished and removed, a thinning algorithm is applied to the image so that the remaining entities can be described by thin lines.
Then we ﬁnd out all the feature points such as
junctions, intersections and sharp corners from
the obtained thinned image, and segment the
image into line segments. Lastly, we detect the
two types of arrows and two types of broken
lines.
It can be seen from the above discussion that
in the graphics recognition stage, we have not
only recognized the meaningful graphical entities such as arrows and broken lines, but also
decomposed remaining thin entities into line
segments at some places which include the signiﬁcant feature points. Note that some of them
may not be feature points because the segmentation is based on a polygonal approximation
algorithm. Hence a part of these line segments
and their ending points will be identiﬁed as the
edges and vertices of origami in the subsequent
operation recognition stage.
A USG is mainly used to describe the results
of graphics recognition where arrows and broken lines have been removed for convenience. It
is characterized by edges and vertices:
• Any edge in a USG stands for a line segment (a straight line).
• Any vertex in a USG stands for a terminal
of a line segment.
Thus the edges and vertices of a USG are interconnected in such a way that the shape of
origami are expressed as it is described in the
illustration. Figure 6 gives us a pretty good
idea of what a USG is and where it comes from.
On the other hand, an ISG has the same data
structure (graph) as that of a USG but contains
diﬀerent types of information. An ISG is basically a orthographic projection of the internal
model. It also consists of edges and vertices,
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op1

(b)

(a)

ISG

USG

(c)

(d)

Fig. 6 Examples of a USG and an ISG. (a)(b) The
illustrations as shown in Fig. 4 (a). (c) The ISG
generated based on the internal model when the
ﬁrst operation has been recognized. (d) The
USG generated based on the results of graphics recognition. The vertices of the USG are
denoted by cross marks.

but
• Any edge in an ISG indicates a folded line.
• Any vertex in an ISG indicates a terminal
of a folded line.
Here a folded line is a line formed when origami
is folded in a perfect way in the sense that the
corresping vertices or edges completely meet.
We regard four edges of origami as the special
cases of folded lines.
An ISG is generated as follows:
( 1 ) Choose a face group perpendicular to the
view from the current situation of the
face tree.
( 2 ) Project orthographically all the faces in
selected group. Note that the projection
should obey the constraints of overlap relationships among the faces.
( 3 ) Generate the graph. The edge number
and the vertex number used in the internal model are attached to each edge and
vertex in the graph.
The ISG generated for the example in Fig. 4 (a)
after applying the ﬁrst operation can be obtained using the above procedure. The face
group consisting of F2 and F3 is chosen and
projected, taking the overlap relationship into
account (i.e., put F3 behind F2 ). The generated ISG should have the structure shown in
Fig. 6 (c).
As we have mentioned, origami is usually
drawn from the same angle in neighboring
frames of illustrations. Although sometimes the
view is rotated (by 180◦ ), such a variation must
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be distinctly indicated in the previous frame using a special arrow. Therefore, the ISG being
matched to the current image can be gained by
projecting the model on x-y plane or doing that
after rotating the model by a speciﬁed angle.
3.2 Matching an ISG to a USG
A USG is not a simple revolution or expansion/reduction in size of an ISG. Here we stress
that:
• A USG includes some extra parts that are
not found in an ISG, for example, noise and
the graphical entities which slightly express
origami in 3D eﬀect (see Fig. 3).
• A USG almost never has the completely
same topological structure as its corresponding ISG, since illustrations are not
strictly accurate copies of real origami.
Because of these problems, simple matching
techniques based on comparing the coordinates
of all vertices or examining the connections of
all edges are inappropriate and useless 13) .
A USG actually resembles its corresponding
ISG. It is proper to deﬁne the meaning of resemblance as similarity in shape and topology.
From this viewpoint, we propose a ﬂexible and
feasible matching method with higher tolerance
for the local diﬀerences in shape and topology between a USG and an ISG. Our method
consists of two stages. In the ﬁrst stage we
match vertices of an ISG to those of a USG
based on dynamic programming, so as to estimate the expansion/reduction ratio of the two
graphs. Then in the second stage we associate
the ISG to the USG using simulated annealing
technique. The solution obtained will be optimal in some meaningful sense, namely, it will
best “explain” the corresponding relation between the ISG and the USG.
3.2.1 The First Stage of Matching
Suppose that a vertex A and a vertex B are
characterized as a sequence of vectors as shown
in Fig. 7. Each of vectors is parallel to an edge
and connected to the vertex in the direction
apart from it:
A = a0 a1 · · · aI ,
B = b0 b1 · · · bJ .
To calculate the distance between A and B, how
the pattern A should be compared with B must
be determined. We introduce a concept called
“route” for this purpose. A route from (0, 0) to
(I, J) is deﬁned as
p̃ = (p0 , p1 , · · · , pK ),
pk = (i(k), j(k))

June 2000

a0
A

b1
b0
B

a1

a2

b2

b3

Fig. 7 The deﬁnition of vertices.

∈ {0, 1, · · · , I} × {0, 1, · · · , J},
for k = 1, · · · , K, and it must meet either one
of these conditions:
i(k) = i(k − 1) + 1 and j(k) = j(k − 1),
i(k) = i(k − 1) + 1 and j(k) = j(k − 1) + 1,
i(k) = i(k − 1) and j(k) = j(k − 1) + 1.
That is, a route gives a map from a set of element positions of A ({0, 1, · · · , I}) into a set
of element positions of B ({0, 1, · · · , J}). So, A
can be compared with B on the basis of a route.
However, if i(k − 1) = i(k), the point ai(k−1)
(= ai(k) ) is related to two points bj(k−1) and
bj(k) since j(k−1) = j(k). In this case, we think
ai(k) which should be related to bj(k) is omitted,
or bj(k) which did not exist originally has been
inserted. Such kind of insertion/omission often
happens in USGs and ISGs because a USG is
never completely the same as its corresponding
ISG. We deﬁne the functions:

ai(k) if i(k) = i(k − 1) + 1;
α(pk ) =
∗
if i(k) = i(k − 1),

bj(k) if j(k) = j(k − 1) + 1;
β(pk ) =
∗
if j(k) = j(k − 1),
to cope with the insertion/omission case, where
an omission is denoted by “∗”.
Now, the distance between A and B connected with route p̃ can be deﬁned as the sum
of the distance between all the element pairs in
p̃:
D(A, B; p̃) ≡

K

k=1

d(α(pk ), β(pk )).

(1)

The distance between A and B is naturally
viewed as the minimum of the distances related
to all the routes as
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D(A, B) ≡
min{D(A, B; p̃) | p̃ ∈ P ((0, 0), (I, J))},
(2)
where P ((0, 0), (I, J)) denotes all the routes
from (0, 0) to (I, J). When A stands for a vertex of an ISG and B for a USG, the distance
of each element pair, d, is deﬁned as the angle
between vectors:
d(α(pk ), β(pk )) =



ai(k) ·bj(k)

acos


|ai(k) ||bj(k) |




if α(pk ) = ∗, β(pk ) = ∗,

4π


if α(pk ) = ∗, β(pk ) = ∗,



0



if α(pk ) = ∗, β(pk ) = ∗.
(3)
In Eq. (3), a large distance 4π is given if an
insertion arises in an ISG, while a zero-distance
is given if an omission occurs in an ISG. This
is because the former case usually signals a bad
matching and the latter can be accepted.
We eﬃciently compute Eqs. (1)–(3) using dynamic programming 14) . Some vertices which
are very close to each other are selected to calculate the expansion/reduction ratio between
an ISG and a USG.
3.2.2 The Second Stage of Matching
For convenience, we use the notation
ISG : v1 , v2 , · · · , vM ,
U SG : ν1 , ν2 , · · · , νM , · · · , νN .
to express an ISG and a USG. Suppose that
the ﬁrst M vertices of the USG correspond to
the ﬁrst M vertices of the ISG. We specially
call such an arrangement “state” for the USG.
Let S be a ﬁnite set of the states, if each state
Sj in S is given a cost c(Sj ), the objective of
the second stage of matching is to search for the
optimal state Sopt so that
(4)
c(Sopt ) ≤ c(Sj ), ∀Sj ∈ S.
Here the cost is a function which represents
a quantitative measure of the “badness” of
matching.
All exact methods for solving such a problem require a computing eﬀort that increases
exponentially with the size of S. When S
is very large, simulated annealing will become
a much more powerful means than any exact
method 15) . We use a simulated annealing algorithm to search for global optimal solutions for
our problem because at the steps near to the
end in a complicated folding process, the num-
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ber of vertices in a USG may increase into tens
of hundreds.
Our algorithm is described as follows. The
initial temperature T0 and the initial state S0
are ﬁrst given. Then, a basic annealing step is
repeated unless a stopping criterion is satisﬁed.
In each iteration of this basic annealing step, a
small random alteration of states is produced by
exchanging the positions of two vertices. The
caused variation in the cost, ∆c, is then calculated based on a cost function. If the cost
is less than the old state, the alteration is accepted and the new state is used as the starting
point of the next repetition.
On the other hand, cases where the cost in
the new state is more than that in the old state
are treated probabilistically. The new state
is accepted with the probability p(∆c, T ) =
exp(−∆c/T ). A random number uniformly
distributed in the interval (0, 1) is generated
and compared with p(∆c, T ). If it is less than
p(∆c, T ), the new state is accepted, otherwise
the old state is used to start the next iteration again. In any case the temperature is lowered slightly. We repeat the basic annealing
step until a stopping criterion is satisﬁed, that
is, there is no any new state to be accepted
during repeating the step n times (n is a large
integer). When the temperature becomes suﬃciently low, the ﬁnal state can be expected to
be the optimal solution.
The above algorithm is described in C style
as follows.
Simulated Annealing(S0 , T0 ) {
T = T0 ;
S = S0 ;
for (i = 0; “stopping criterion” is not satisﬁed; i++) {
for (j = 0; j < n; j++) {
S = generate(S);
if (accept(c(S ), c(S), T)) {
S = S ;
}
t = i ∗ n + j;
T = update(T, t);
}
}
}
generate(S) {
m = random(1, N);
n = random(1, N);
S = exchange(S, m, n);
return(S );
}
accept(c(S ), c(S), T)) {
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(a) T0 = 0.72135, t = 0

(b) T = 0.5870, t = 5000

(c) T = 0.5429, t = 10000

June 2000

(d) T = 0.4779, t = 35000

Fig. 8 An example of simulated annealing process. The USG and the ISG
are shown in the center and the left-upper corner in each image. The
vertices of the USG are indicated by a cross mark, but the selected
M vertices which are supposed to match to the M vertices of the ISG
are emphasised by thick rectangles. (a)–(d) show how the M vertices
of the USG gradually approach the correct positions.
∆c = c(S ) − c(S);
y = p(∆c, T);
r = random(0, 1);
if (r< y)
return(1);
else
return(0);
}
update(T, t) {
return(∆/log(t + 2));
}

/ ∗ ∆ is a constant.*/

Where the probability p is given by
p(∆c, T ) =

exp(−∆c/T ) if ∆c > 0
1
otherwise

(5)

and the cost function is deﬁned as the total dissimilarities of two graphs:
M 
M

(α · Ea (i, j) + β · Es (i, j)),
c(S) =
i=1 j=1

→ −−→ −−→ −−→
v−
Ea (i, j) = −
i vj · νi νj /|vi vj ||νi νj |,
→
−−→
Es (i, j) = ||v−−
i vj | − R · |νi νj ||,

(6)
(7)
(8)

where R denotes the expansion/reduction ratio
between an ISG and a USG which has already
been obtained in the ﬁrst stage of matching.
It should be clear that the initial temperature
must be high enough so that the most of states,
especially the states leading to the cost increase,
can be accepted. Hence the formula
(+)

∆c
(9)
ln χ−1
0
(+)
is often used, where ∆c
is the average of increased costs and χ0 is a large positive number 16) . We adopt Eq. (9) to calculate T0 beT0 =

cause we want to avoid local minimum solutions. If T0 is not high enough, the ﬁnal solution will be trapped in a local minimum. The
coeﬃcients of α and β in Eq. (6) can be set to
α = β = 1 since it is reasonable to think that
the discrepancy of one degree, the measure for
the direction, is roughly the same as that of one
pixel, the measure for the distance.
An example of the simulated annealing process is shown in Figs. 8 (a)–(d). In the experiment T0 = 0.72135 and n = 5000. States under
diﬀerent temperatures are expressed by thick
rectangles at the ﬁrst M vertices in the USGs.
T and t indicate the temperature and the repeating times of the basic annealing step.
3.3 Updating the Internal Model
In this section, we show the principal rules for
modifying folding lines and determining passive
folded faces. We also brieﬂy describe how to
renew the internal model.
3.3.1 Modifying Folding Lines
If an ISG is correctly associated with a USG
using the method described in the previous sections, the positions of the folding lines related
to the speciﬁc folded faces can be obtained
through the ISG and the USG. Since small errors may exist, we apply some rules to revise
the positions. The basic rules are as follows:
• If a terminal of a folding line is very close
to a vertex of a face, move the folding line
to pass through the vertex.
• If a folding line is very close to an edge,
move the folding line so that it overlaps this
edge.
3.3.2 Searching for Passive Folded
Faces
Passive folded faces contain divided and undivided ones. A divided face has a moving por-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 9 The extracted diﬀerent types of arrows and diﬀerent types of broken
lines in graphics recognition stage. They are used to interpret the
individual folding operations.

tion and a ﬁxed portion, while an undivided
face does not have any ﬁxed portion because
it is moved in its entirety. We search for the
passive folded faces according to the rules as
follows:
• If a face Fp has a common edge with a moving portion of a folded face Fa , this face is
determined to be a passive face. If the folding line passes through it, Fp is a divided
face, otherwise it is an undivided face (see
Figs. 2 (a) and (b)).
• If a face Fp overlaps a moving portion of
a folded face Fa , and the moving portion
is rotated toward Fp , the face Fp is determined to be a passive face (see Fig. 2 (c)).
3.3.3 Renewing the Internal Model
The internal model is updated in accordance
with identiﬁed folding lines, directions and all
folded faces. For an active face or a divided
passive face, some terminal nodes are generated
and connected to the face tree and edge trees.
Coordinates of moved vertices are pushed into
corresponding vertex stacks. The new edges, if
they exist, are registered as a new edge tree and
their terminals are newly registered in a vertex
stack. For an undivided passive face, only the
new coordinates of vertices should be added to
the stacks. No node is connected to the face
tree or the edges trees. A new face stack for
the overlap relationships among faces must be

generated according to the current state of the
origami.
4. Experimental Results
Our approach for recognition and interpretation of the folding process has been tested with
a number of origami illustrations. In this section, we evaluate our approach through an example: the folding process “cicada” consisting
of seven images (see Figs. 3 (a)–(g)).
We show some of the outputs of our graphics recognition in Fig. 9. All the arrow-heads,
including ﬁlled and unﬁlled types, and arcs
were correctly detected and distinguished. In
Fig. 9, ﬁlled arrow-heads and arrow-tails are indicated by small and big cross marks, and unﬁlled arrow-heads, crossing points between an
arc and a broken line by a thick rectangle. As
expected, diﬀerent types of broken lines are also
correctly extracted. For ﬁlled arrow-heads, the
arrows crossing a dashed line are interpreted
as an indication of “valley-folding”, while for
unﬁlled arrow-heads, the arrows along with a
dash-dot-dot line are interpreted as “mountainfolding”.
Figure 10 shows the situation of USGs after the ﬁrst stage of matching. In addition to a
USG, each image includes an ISG, generated according to the internal model, in the left-upper
corner. Results of DP matching for estimat-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 10 The results of DP matching. Each image not only shows a USG but
includes the corresponding ISG in its left-upper corner. The vertices
of USGs which have been associated with a short-distance vertex of
ISGs are emphasised by a thick rectangle.
3.5
dataC
dataD
dataE
dataF

3

The Ratios of ISGs to USGs

ing the expansion/reduction ratio can be seen
from the vertices. The vertices of USGs which
have been associated with a short-distance vertex of ISGs are indicated by a thick rectangle. It can be observed that all the vertices
in ISGs have been almost matched to the correct ones of USGs in the ﬁrst three frames. But
because of the diﬀerences between an ISG and
a USG or the similarities among vertex patterns within a graph, remaining images do not
completely reach the correct solution. For example, in Fig. 10 (d) the vertex in the center
of the ISG cannot ﬁnd a short-distance vertex, since the topology of the ISG is too different from the USG in this part. On the other
hand, in the same image two vertices in the bottom of the ISG are mis-matched to the same
vertex in the USG, since they closely resemble each other. Although the results of DP
matching contain some errors, they are satisfactory for estimating the expansion/reduction
ratio. We show the ratios of each edge in ISGs
to the corresponding edge in USGs in Fig. 11.
They are calculated according to the results of
DP matching of Figs. 10 (d)–(f). Clearly, the
expansion/reduction ratio can be decided as
R = 0.50. The data greatly apart from R come
from the mis-matched edges.
The results of DP matching constitute the

2.5

2

1.5

1

0.5

0
0

5

10

15

20

25

30

35

40

45

Edges

Fig. 11 The expansion/reduction ratio between the
USGs and ISGs at R = 0.50.

initial states of the simulated annealing algorithm. The ﬁnal states of simulated annealing
are shown in Figs. 12 (a)–(f). Note that unlike Fig. 10, Fig. 12 does not show USGs but
thinned images where the M selected vertices in
the ﬁnal state and the edges between them are
drawn. It is obvious that the USGs are almost
a perfect match to the ISGs in all images. In
Fig. 12 (d), the ISG has fewer vertices than that
of the USG (see Fig. 10 (d)) because of the different topological structures. It forces a face in
the right-lower part of the USG to have a com-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

(d)

(e)

(f)

Fig. 12 The ﬁnal states of simulated annealing process. On the thinned
images of illustrations, the M selected vertices are indicated by thick
rectangles. To show the recognized faces, we link the vertices if there
exists an edge between them.
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Fig. 13 The crease pattern for “cicada”.

mon vertex with its neighboring face, but such
a common vertex does not exist in the USG.
This result can be improved by examining the
connections among vertices. Namely, if a vertex of a USG has inconsistent connections with
those of a corresponding vertex in an ISG, it
should be replaced by another appropriate one.
Of course, the selected vertex and the replaced
vertex have to be close with each other in the
distance. To show the recognized faces, we link
the vertices in Fig. 12 if an edge exists between
them.

Fig. 14 The operation list for “cicada”.

The internal model generated for “cicada” is
shown in Figs. 13–17 for completeness. As the
result of understanding the folding process, it
can be used for the input of a graphics simulation system.
The experiments were performed on a Sun
SPARC station-10 with 40 MHz clock, running
Solaris version 1.0.2. We used C++ to implement our approach. Typical CPU times for
each execution of the principal stages, namely,
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F1
E1,2,3,4

F2 op1
E1,3,5

F3 op1
E2,4,5

F4 op2
E6,10,12
F12 op4
E6,20,22

F6 op1
E8,10,13
F5 op1
E3,7,11,12

F13 op4
E12,21,22

F14 op4
E8,20,23

F28 op8 F29 op8
F8 op3
E42,50,44 E43,21,45,50 E7,12,14,18
F30 op8 F31 op8
E44,51,46 E51,45,20,47

F9 op3
E11,15,18

F22 op7
E33,35,37

F23 op7
E12,18,37

F16 op5
E18,24,26

F44 op9
E78,73,24,71

F24 op8 F25 op8
E39,40,48 E38,35,41,48

F7 op1
E4,9,11,13

F15 op4
E13,21,23
F36 op8 F37 op8
F10 op3
E58,64,56 E21,57,64,59 E9,13,17,19

F17 op5 F38 op8 F39 op8
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F45 op9
E70,72,78

F20 op6
E13,19,32

F21 op6
E29,31,32

F32 op8
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F40 op9
F41 op9
E66,76,68,48,38 E67,69.76

F18 op5
E19,24,27

F52 op9
E24,86,92,84

F34 op8 F35 op8
E56,63,54 E57,19,55,63

F46 op9 F47 op9
E79,75,25,73 E72,74,79

F26 op8
F27 op8
E40,49,43,34 E41,36,18,43,49

F11 op3
E11,16,19
F19 op5
E16,25,27

F53 op9
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F54 op9 F55 op9
E93,89,87 E25,88,93,86

F33 op8
E55,31,52,62

F50 op9
F51 op9
E84,91,82,63,57 E91,85,30,83

F42 op9
F43 op9
E68,77,71,43,49 E69,36,70,77

F48 op9
F49 op9
E82,90,81,52,62 E83,80,90

Fig. 15 The face tree for “cicada”.
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F40,42 op9 F41,43 op9

Fig. 16 The edge trees for “cicada”.

graphics recognition stage and operation recognition stage are in the order of minutes.
5. Conclusions
In this paper, we presented a new approach
for folding process recognition of origami. Al-

though much of the work on origami has discussed issues such as knowledge representation
of folding process 17) , animating folding process
by means of key-frame images 18) , and simulating interactive folding operations in 3D virtual space 19) , the topic of understanding fold-
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Fig. 17 The vertex stacks for “cicada”.

ing process based on recognition and interpretation of a series of illustrations has remained
almost untouched. The main characteristics of
our methodology can be summarized as follows:
• It is eﬀective to interpret not only what
operations are speciﬁed in a single image,
but under the operations how origami will
change and how origami will seem to be in
a related image. Furthermore, we proposed
an eﬃcient way to associate the interpretation results with the images. Namely, our
approach succeeded in interpreting several
contextually related graphics images.
• Recognition and interpretation are based
on a dynamically updated internal model of
origami. This internal model has the sufﬁcient ability to describe folding process,
including the connectivity and overlap relationships among faces in each recognition
step. As a result, this model can be used
for applications such as input to a graphics simulation system, for demonstration or
training.
The eﬀectiveness of our approach have been

veriﬁed through a number of samples such as
“cicada”, “kappa” and “airplane”. We should
point out that these instances are essentially
composed of the basic folding operations. For
more complicated samples which include compound operations, it is necessary to extend the
graphics recognition algorithm to detect various
patterns of arrows, for example, partly missing
arrows or the line patterns of arcs that partly
change. However, the recognition and interpretation methods described in this paper are applicable to other types of folding operations.
As further extension of our present work,
the approach for integrating pattern information and natural language information has to
be investigated. In fact, additional text in
each frame of illustrations are often of interest. Although they provide supplementary explanation, in some cases they become more important than graphics. For example, for 3D
origami (we mean the origami including some
3D operations at the ﬁnal stage, such as “extend the wings” in “crane”), the 3D operations
usually cannot be well recognized without the
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text. Incorporating natural language information and constructing a mechanism for integrating the two diﬀerent kinds of information is the
ultimate aim of this research project. The work
presented in this paper is an essential step toward such an intelligent graphics recognition
system.
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